Discovergy smart
device recognition

WHAT´S GOING
ON @HOME?
How much energy does your fridge consume? Is the stove turned
off? Our disaggregation lets your devices speak.

Your beneits
Device detection with only one main meter
Overview of electricity usage and costs
High transparency – even when you‘re not at home
Security for your household

www.discovergy.com

Disaggregation? What does it mean?
The term “device recognition” or “disaggregation” refers to breaking down the exact energy consumption of a
speciic household device at any given time. Discovergy uses state-of-the-art technologies such as machine learning
and complex algorithms to ilter out the power consumption of the most important household appliances. Although
automatic device recognition is still a very young ield of research, our smart meters can already allocate between 50
and 70 percent of household energy consumption precisely to speciic devices.
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What are the advantages for customers
and energy suppliers?
Energy saving

Predictive maintainance

Discovergy customers receive an exact
breakdown of their energy consumption.
This is the most basic requirement in order
to reduce electricity consumption and costs
since disaggregation helps to easily locate
power guzzlers. Users save electricity and
do something good for the environment.

With our precision analysis tools, you can
see at any time whether devices and
systems are functioning correctly. Since
the consumption patterns of faulty or
decade-old appliances can deviate considerably, our disaggregation helps to detect
device failures at an early stage.

Safety - even away from home

New data-based business models

When they are not at home, users are still
able to monitor what is happening in their
households. A quick glance at the Discovergy app makes this possible – even while
on vacation or at work.

Disaggregation opens up new data-based
business models: How many customers
have a fridge that is not energy-efficient?
Does this create the possibility to offer
new appliances through a partner?

How does the Discovergy disaggregation work?
Each device leaves a distinctive fingerprint through its consumption curve. Discovergy uses machine learning
methods to evaluate these diverse consumption patterns and assigns them to speciic devices. This digital ingerprint is easily recognizable for many types of devices, but in some cases, tracking the devices can be more complex.

Dishwasher

Refrigerator

A dishwasher irst heats the water (high
energy consumption), rinses the dishes
(rather low energy consumption) and inally
dries the dishes (high energy consumption).

The compressor of a refrigerator is switched
on until the target temperature is reached
and then switches itself off automatically.
After a while a new cooling cycle begins.

Self-learning algorithms –
thanks to collective intelligence
Since self-learning algorithms and artiicial intelligence
serve as the basis for disaggregation, our analysis will
become better the more data are available.
In addition, users can program their device detection
using our app by adding new devices or removing the
ones that were wrongly detected. By this means, our algorithms are continuously supplied with new patterns
and electrical ingerprints and recognition gets increasingly smarter and more accurate.
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Discovergy Disaggregation:
revolutionising energy metering

About Discovergy
For 10 years and with more than 80 employees, Discovergy has been working tirelessly to offer smart metering
solutions with real customer beneits to make energy consumption transparent through real-time data collection. The
in-house development of a multi-division gateway for high-resolution data covers all relevant applications around
metering point operations for electricity and gas, but also submetering for heat and water or microgrids. Discovergy‘s
customers include business and residential users, municipal utilities, energy suppliers, grid operators as well as the
real estate industry.

The transition to renewable energies will only work
if we manage to optimize our consumption!
We would like to do our part and
assist you in this endeavour.
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